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THE MISSING PRINCES PROJECT – a case study
The ﬁrst part of this case study suggested the possibility
that the key to the mystery surrounding the disappearance
of the sons of Edward IV may lie with a person or persons
outside Richard’s government (and/or royal progress). In
this regard, The Missing Princes Project is undertaking a
number of signiﬁcant persons‐of‐interest enquiries.
However, as part of the wider‐ranging investigation it is
of the utmost importance that no potential avenues of
investigation are ignored, or given undue weight,

particularly where materials might suggest the need for a
number of enquiries to run concurrently.
In Part 1 (Ricardian Bulletin, March 2020, pp 42–7) we
highlighted Henry Tudor’s post‐Bosworth delay in
securing London. In this ﬁnal part Philippa Langley
discusses Henry’s hesitation in relation to Robert
Willoughby’s mission and considers the possibility that
the sons of Edward IV were sent north during the reign of
Richard III.

Part 4. The fate of the sons of King Edward IV:
THE AFTERMATH OF BOSWORTH 22 August to
3 September 1485
PHILIPPA LANGLEY
The wider-ranging investigation (22 August–3
September 1485)

heir was present in the capital at the time of Richard’s
defeat.

As a cold‐case police enquiry, an important part of The
Missing Princes Project is to attempt to recreate events
without the potential contamination of hindsight. As part
of its investigations there are a number of signiﬁcant
events that require forensic examination. One of these is
the immediate post‐Bosworth period, when the worlds of
Richard III and Henry Tudor collided. What Henry and
his forces discovered at this key moment may help to
illuminate the mystery of the missing princes. A forensic
examination considers all sources of information, allowing
us to step back in time and ask signiﬁcant questions.

Post-Bosworth events under the microscope

Henry’s delayed arrival into London
One of the project’s key questions is Henry’s delayed
arrival into London and apparent change in strategy
following King Richard’s death. Securing the capital was
a vital military objective, so why did Henry take 12 days
to undertake a journey that should have been completed
in three?1 Moreover, why did Henry’s focus turn north at
this crucial moment? We are told that Henry (and his
army) wanted to enjoy the progress and acclamation. This
may be partly true.2 However, in postponing his arrival
the new (un‐crowned and self‐proclaimed) king risked
ﬁnding the gates of London closed to his invading foreign
army and rebel force. London had rallied for King
Richard, providing him with 3,178 men3 and imposing
martial law to protect the city from the invaders.4 The fact
that London stood down and eventually welcomed Henry
(following conﬁrmed reports of Richard’s death,5 and a
show of strength by Henry)6 suggests no Yorkist force or
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Let us now examine in greater detail the key post‐
Bosworth period. It is important to note that Henry VII’s
historian, Polydore Vergil, devoted only two lines of text
to this crucial time, describing it as a triumphant progress.
The later Tudor chroniclers followed his lead. Therefore,
we will use contemporary sources to shine a new light on
this period.

Henry’s focus on the North
In Leicester by the early morning of 23 August, Henry’s
immediate focus was York, signing arrest warrants for
Robert Stillington, bishop of Bath and Wells, and Sir
Richard Ratcliﬀe. Henry also sent a proclamation to the
city detailing the death and defeat of King Richard and his
supporters.7 This was delivered by Windsor Herald.8 As
we have seen in Part 1, the proclamation included
(incorrectly) the deaths of Francis Lovell, Thomas Howard
and John de la Pole. Interestingly it also included
(correctly) the death of Richard Ratcliﬀe. Forces were now
despatched from Leicester, carrying these communi‐
cations and arriving near York the following day (24
August), a distance of some 100 miles. Afraid to enter, Sir
Roger Cotton9 sent word to the city fathers to meet him on
the outskirts of the city at ‘the sign of the boar’.10 They
complied and the following day (the 25th) King Henry’s
proclamation was read throughout York. On the same day
the city fathers sent a delegation to the new king with
letters for diverse people. On the 27 August the arrest
warrant for Stillington and Ratcliﬀe (signed four days
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city fathers’ later actions,14 might also serve as an urgent
fact‐ﬁnding mission.
Furthermore, events at this time also suggest that a
number of forces may have been despatched from
Leicester simultaneously, carrying similar communi‐
cations for other key northern locations, and intended to
ensure their compliance whilst gathering intelligence.15
Does this intelligence gathering explain Henry’s delayed
arrival into London, and was he ﬁrst ensuring he was as
well informed as possible, particularly about the location
of (all) the royal children? Certainly, Molinet’s
description of Henry’s post‐Bosworth proclamation in
London would suggest as much (see Part 1). Is this what
Halewell’s letter requesting ‘assistence and aide’ alluded
to? Was Henry sending this communication to the North
in order to ensure its management but also discover the
possible location of the sons of Edward IV? Moreover,
Henry’s delayed journey to the capital also suggests that
possession of the royal nursery, or at least its secure
control,16 may have been a priority in helping ensure
London’s welcome, and compliance.

What did Henry do?
Young Henry VII, by a French artist, Musée Calvet, Avignon.
Image in public domain

earlier on the 23rd) was delivered to the city. By 30 August
Sir Robert Halewell arrived, carrying an intriguing letter
requesting the city’s ‘assistence and aide’, for which it
would receive Henry’s ‘especial thankes’. The letter had
been signed by Henry at Leicester on 24 August, six days
earlier.11 What was this ‘assistence and aide’, and why did
this letter arrive some considerable time after signature,
along with the arrest warrants for Stillington and Ratcliﬀe?
Moreover, where was Robert Willoughby? City of York
records mention no visit by him or indeed any information
regarding a mission to secure the children of the house of
York and escort them to the new king. It seems that this
information was on a need‐to‐know basis only.
Analysis of Henry’s communications with York (as
above) suggests either some form of travel disruption on
the northern roads, or more likely (considering Cotton
and Windsor Herald’s speedy arrival and the false
content of Henry’s proclamation) that Henry planned
delivery to ensure the city was carefully managed and
compliant, which may have been part of a wider strategy.
Henry VII was a deeply suspicious and cautious man
who, throughout his reign, ensured an extensive network
of spies kept him fully informed at all times. It therefore
seems logical for Henry to sign two key documents on 23
August and give them to two separate forces to deliver;
each then able to keep tabs on the other and report back.
Moreover the actions of the city fathers suggest
suspicions surrounding a drip‐feed of information from
the new king, which prompted an immediate deputation
to him carrying letters for a number of people (including
Northumberland12 and Stanley13). The deputation would
hope to secure Henry’s good oﬃces, but considering the
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So what was Henry doing at this crucial time and how
does this inform events? As we have seen, Henry signed a
letter in Leicester on 24 August intended for York. Later
that day he was in Coventry, 24 miles away. Coventry had
been on King Richard’s royal progress of 1483,17 sent aid
to the king for the battle18 and fought in what seems the
heaviest action.19 The city’s Annals also noted how
Richard was ‘shamefully Carryed to Leicester’,20 so Henry
may have been anxious to quell any lingering loyalty to
the Yorkist king by forcing the city to receive him.21
Henry’s tenuous claim to the throne, inferior to 30 or more
Plantagenet claimants, may have been a factor. He may
also have used the Dun Cow as a device for the visit.22
Coventry was a known militia city,23 with Henry’s
generals keen to secure it and their move south. Moreover,
Coventry was also associated with the former Edward V
as prince of Wales.24 Ultimately, Henry’s show of force was
successful. After Coventry it is likely Henry returned to
Leicester to witness King Richard’s burial and the
execution of Catesby and others. Distances to London
(Shoreditch) from Leicester and Coventry were similar (98
and 93 miles respectively). This journey, as we have seen,
should have taken Henry three days, entering London on
or around 28 August. However, Henry arrived on 3
September, some six days later. Bernard André, who was
present, tells us that Henry reached London after leaving
St Albans on 3 September. Therefore, we will now assess
the key eight‐day period from 25 August to 2 September
and ask if Robert Willoughby’s activities in the North
explain Henry’s delay.

Robert Willoughby’s mission
Henry’s historian tells us that Willoughby’s mission to
secure the royal children from Sheriﬀ Hutton Castle was
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undertaken ‘without delay’.25 As Sir Roger Cotton and
Windsor Herald arrived on the outskirts of York on 24
August, it is therefore likely that Willoughby took the
same time, skirting York, and arriving at Sheriﬀ Hutton
the same day. With Willoughby’s escort leaving the
following day (the 25th), the journey to London
(Shoreditch) from Sheriﬀ Hutton (some 205 miles) would
have taken about ﬁve days.26 However, taking into
account a chariot for the ten‐year‐old earl of Warwick
would result in a journey time of six to seven days. This
means Willoughby would have reached London between
31 August and 1 September and therefore well before
Henry. It therefore seems likely that Henry deliberately
paused so that he could rendezvous with Willoughby at
either Northampton or St Albans. This way Henry would
ensure he had possession of the royal children well before
he entered the capital.

Sir Edward Woodville
There are further key questions about the immediate post‐
Bosworth situation. Why, as we brieﬂy considered in Part
1, was Robert Willoughby chosen for the mission to the
royal nursery? Indeed, it would seem that Henry had the
perfect person with him at Leicester. Sir Edward
Woodville (c.1454–28 July 1488)27 knew the North, having
taken part in the 1482 invasion of Scotland (made knight‐
banneret by Richard as duke of Gloucester) and was also
uncle to Elizabeth of York (and King Edward’s children)
and therefore well known to them. Woodville fought
bravely for Henry at Bosworth and, arguably, provided
Henry with the ability to launch his ambition for the
English throne.28
So why was Woodville passed over? It’s possible he
was injured. However, no contemporary account
suggests this.29 Woodville was a skilled soldier but his
lack of advancement under Henry is signiﬁcant. As C. P.
Wilkins remarks, he possessed ‘little or nothing by way of
landed estates’. Indeed, Henry’s only gift to Woodville
suggests he wanted him out of the way. In September
1485 he awarded Woodville the captaincy of the Isle of
Wight and restored his command of Portchester Castle,
by the Solent. Woodville would only be recognised by
Henry after ﬁghting at Stoke Field in June 1487. Ten
months later, on 27 April 1488, Woodville was admitted
to the Order of the Garter. However, almost immediately
he deﬁed the king’s orders by taking nearly 800 men to
ﬁght in Brittany. Woodville died on 28 July in a cavalry
charge at the battle of St Aubin du Cormier, where all
were killed except one boy.30 Does this suggest a lack of
respect for Henry, or perhaps a mistrust of Woodville?
Was Henry keeping Woodville as a means to allay fears
as he moved south, particularly through Northampton
and Stony Stratford and the nearby Woodville manor of
Grafton Regis? Might Grafton have been the rendezvous
point with Willoughby, with Woodville a lure for a
compliant Princess Elizabeth and any other siblings?
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Were the sons of Edward IV taken north
during Richard’s reign?
Another signiﬁcant question is why the royal children of
the House of York were domiciled in Richard’s heartlands
of Yorkshire, yet it seems the sons of Edward IV, arguably
the most signiﬁcant members of the new nursery, were
not.31 So let us now consider a number of events which
may suggest the sons of Edward IV were taken north. We
know, for example, that in London on 18 July 148332 a
signiﬁcant number of Edward V’s attendants were paid
oﬀ just before Richard’s royal progress left the capital (19
July).33 Then, when a possible attempt was made to
remove the boys from the Tower of London on or around
22 July, while Richard was in Reading, Richard failed to
return. The event was treated seriously because the Earl
Marshal, John Howard, was despatched to the capital,34
but the king continued with his progress. Moreover, as we
have seen in the ﬁrst part of this study, the former tutor
and president of Edward V’s council, John Alcock, bishop
of Worcester, was also on the royal progress.35
This inaction on Richard’s part can only suggest three
possibilities. The boys no longer resided in the Tower, the
attempt to release them had failed, or the boys were
successfully removed by the time news reached the king.
In any of these scenarios, Richard’s inaction is explicable.
A further possibility is that the boys were dead prior to
Richard’s coronation (the Continental view). However,

Above: Francis Lovell, blue plaque, Mottram in Longendale (as
Lord of Longendale). Ancient Parish of Mottram. Image courtesy of
Philippa Langley. Below: St Michaelʹs Church, Mottram in
Longdendale, Greater Manchester, England. © Stephen Burton,
Images covered by the Creative Commons Licence.
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Howard’s immediate return and the accounts of Vergil
and Crowland, the lack of testimony from those at
Richard’s court (see Part 1) and the later actions of the
boys’ mother, Elizabeth Woodville (see below) all
contradict the Continental position.36

with space limitations let us now consider one
overlooked contemporary source.
The following excerpt comes from the travel diary of
Niclas von Popplau, a Silesian envoy who met Richard III
in York in early May 1484.
Ten miles away from Doncaster, when you travel towards
York, there is also a stronghold castle. In there, the king
keeps his treasure, also all noble Lords, such as the king’s
children and sons to the princes just like you keep
prisoners. The castle itself is called in Latin pons fractus,
which was conﬁrmed to me later by word of the king
himself, whose name is Richard King of England, who had
been Duke of York [sic] before.49

The wider-ranging investigation – the
whereabouts of King Edward’s sons
In support of a wider‐ranging investigation we must now
consider a number of traditions surrounding the possible
whereabouts of Edward IV’s sons during the reign of
Richard III. Perhaps the most famous is the Tyrell family
tradition that the boys stayed at Gipping Manor in Suﬀolk
with their mother (Elizabeth Woodville) ‘by permission of
the uncle.’37 At this remove the tradition sounds plausible
as a story that may have been recounted by generations of
the Tyrell family following Sir James’s execution and
Thomas More’s story about his later confession to the
boys’ murder.38 Certainly the form and language suggests
its possible veracity.
Other possible locations include Llandovery in Wales
with its connection to Tyrell (and Buckingham),39
Barnard Castle in County Durham with its connection to
Richard Ratcliﬀe, its constable,40 Scarborough Castle,41
Bedale in North Yorkshire42 and Mottram in Longden‐
dale, Lancashire.43 Longdendale is particularly
interesting, once in the ownership of Francis Lovell, the
king’s close friend and Chamberlain, it was later granted
to Sir William Stanley.44 Sir William, victor at Bosworth
who became Henry’s Chamberlain, rebelled ten years
after the battle in the name of Edward IV’s youngest son.
William was summarily executed after many of the rebels
had been brought by deception to the Tower of London.45
As Vergil and Buck conﬁrm, the rebellion in 1495 in the
boy’s name was extensive and included a number of
leading nobles from Henry’s court under Sir William’s
titular leadership.46
Do the northern strongholds where Richard impris‐
oned Rivers, Grey and Vaughan47 in 1483 (Sheriﬀ Hutton,
Middleham and Pontefract respectively) oﬀer any clues?
Certainly, the three men were held separately and it’s
interesting that the younger (Grey) was sent to Middle‐
ham with his attendants.48 Middleham, situated in King
Richard’s heartlands, was a signiﬁcant distance (136
miles) for Henry’s men to travel and may have been
considered a likely Yorkist rallying point. Sheriﬀ Hutton
we have considered (as above). This leaves Pontefract.
Pontefract Castle was located on the main northern route
within easy distance of Leicester (84 miles). Did Henry
despatch a force here to gather intelligence and was
Halewell given instructions to head to a number of
northern locations carrying his letter for ‘assistence and
aide’, thus explaining his tardy arrival at York (six days
after the letter for York was signed)?
Moreover, is there any contemporary evidence to
suggest that one or more of the sons of Edward IV had
been kept at Pontefract Castle? Searches are ongoing but
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This source will be analysed in the December Bulletin.

Conclusion
This four‐part analysis has taken one previously
overlooked but signiﬁcant event and analysed it
forensically in terms of what it might tell us about the fate
of the sons of King Edward IV. It has also highlighted the
many lines of investigation, person‐of‐interest enquiries
and related questions. Current analysis indicates that
members of Richard’s court were ignorant of the boys’
possible whereabouts and/or fate, and that Henry’s post‐
Bosworth northern focus indicates an immediate and
extensive search of the region whilst ensuring local
compliance. As Henry’s (northern) prisoners included the
earl of Northumberland, Warden of the Eastern and
Middle Marches, his intelligence in the north should have
been wide‐ranging and straightforward,50 yet his delay
suggests otherwise. At this remove, the results of this line
of investigation suggest that we cannot dismiss the
possibility that on or by 22 August 1485 the boys were
thought to be alive by those at Richard’s court, but that no
one could say where they were. As a result, Henry was
forced to delay his entry into London because of the
apparent need to make enquiries in the North.
Needless to say, the investigation continues.
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